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UN ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO . 15-60185-CIV-ZLOCH
FORT LAUDERDALE FOOD NOT
BOMBS, et a1 .,

Plaintiffs,
O R D E R

VS .

CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE ,
Defendant .

/
THIS MATTER is before the Court upon the Mandate of the United

States Court

Appeals

for

the

Eleventh

Circuit

(DE

95),

Plaintiffs' Motion For Summary Judgment (DE 41), and Defendant City
Of Fort Lauderdale's Motion For Final Summary Judgment (DE 42),
specifically as to the whether Defendant City of Fort Lauderdale 's
ordinance and Park Rule violate the First Amendment and whether

they are unconstitutionally vaguex

The Court has carefully

reviewed said Motions, as to these limited issues, as well as the

Parties' supplemental Briefs (DE Nos. 98, 104, & 105) on said
Motions, the entire court file , and is otherwise fully advised in
the premises .

Plaintiffs Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bomb s, Nathan Pim, Jillian

Pim, Haylee Becker, and William Toole (hereinafter ''Plaintiffs'')

l The Court's prior Order (DE 78) concluded that Plaintiffs' food sharing
A'is not expressive conduct, entitled to protection under the Free Speech Clause
of the First Amendment .'' DE 78, p . 24-25 . The Eleventh Circuit reversed this

Court's previous grant of summary judgment in favor of Defendant City of Fort
Lauderdale, and held that, in context, Plaintiffs' food sharing activity was
protected by the First Amendment . See DE 95, p . 22. The Eleventh Circuit
remanded for this Court to rule on the limited issues referenced above . Id .
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bring suit pursuant to 42 U .S .C . 5 1983 alleging that Defendant

City of Fort Lauderdale, Florida (hereinafter 'ADefendant'') violated
their First

and

Fourteenth Amendment

rights by

enacting

and

enforcing Ordinance C-14-42 (hereinafter 'Athe Ordinance'') and Park
Rule

(hereinafter

'Athe Park Ru1e'').

The Ordinance was

repealed on November 7, 2017, but the Park Rule remains in place .
Plaintiffs claim that the Ordinance violated their First
Amendment rights to freedom of speech and expressive association by
barring them from participating in outdoor food sharing events
Stranahan Park without a permit and by banning such food sharing
events entirely in other public areas . Plaintiffs also take issue
with the Park Rule, which forbids the provision of food as a social
service in City Parks without written perm ission .

Plaintiffs

assert two claims for relief: Count One alleges violation of 50th
free speech and expressive association rights pursuant to the First
Amendment, and Count Two alleges violation of Fourteenth Amendment
due process on the grounds that both the Ordinance and the Park
Rule are unconstitutionally vague . Plaintiffs request damages as

well as declaratory and injunctive relief.
By the Court's prior Order

(DE

78), the Court

Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgement (DE

granted

on the grounds

that Plaintiffs' food sharing is not expressive conduct and that
the

Ordinance

and

the

Park

Rule

are

not

vague .

Plaintiffs

appealed, and the Eleventh Circuit reversed this Court's Order,
holding that 'Athe nature'' of Plaintiffs' food sharing, A'combined
with

the

factual

context

and
2

environment

which

was
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undertakenz'' indicates that it is '*a form of protected expression''.
Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bomb s v . Citv of Fort

DE 95,

Lauderdale , 901 F .3d 1235, 1245 (11th Cir. zol8ltcitation omitted).
The Eleventh Circuit remanded the above-styled cause, charging this
Court with determining

the Ordinance and the Park Rule are

unconstitutional in light of the Eleventh Circuit's holding .

Pursuant to the Court's Order

Id .

(DE 97), the Parties submitted

supplemental briefs on the instant Motions (DE Nos . 41 & 42). See
DE Nos . 98, 104, &

The Parties present their arguments in the

instant Motions (DE Nos. 41 & 42) and the associated briefs.
Defendant challenges Plaintiffs' standing, and also argues that the
Ordinance and the Park Rule are lawful, content neutral time,
place,

or

manner

restrictions

and

that

they

are

not

unconstitutionally vague . Plaintiff contests these arguments .
1. Backcround

The Court incorporates by reference the facts presented in its

prior Order (DE 78) and provides a short summary here.z

Fort

Lauderdale Food Not Bombs (hereinafter ''Plaintiff FFNB'') describes
itself as an unincorporated association and claim s the other named

Plaintiffs as members.

Plaintiff FFNB

engages

in political

2 The facts in this section are taken from : Defendant's Concise Statement
Of Undisputed Material Facts In Support Of Its Motion For Final Summary Judgment

(DE 38), Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material Facts (DE 39), Defendant's Concise

statement Of Material Facts In Opposition To Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material

Facts (DE 49), Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material Facts Submitted In Opposition
To Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment (DE 52), and Defendant's Reply to
Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material Facts Submitted In Opposition to Defendant's

Motion For Summary Judgment (DE 64), as well as from Exhibits accompanying these
submissions and the Exhibit (DE 104-1) attached to Defendant's Supplemental Brief
(DE 104).

3
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demonstrations ''to communicate its message that our society can end
hunger and poverty if we redirect our collective resources from the
m ilitary and war and that food is a human right , not a privilege,

which society has a responsib ility to provide to a11 .'' DE 39, % 1.
Plaintiffs describe their food sharing as Man act of political
solidarity rather than charity meant to convey that a11 persons are
equal, regardless of socio-economic status, and that everyone

should have access to food as a human right .''

Id . at %

Ordinance C-14-42 amended Defendant's existing Unified Land

Development Regulation

(hereinafter MULDR'') 5 47-16.31, which

regulates social service facilities .

The Ordinance defined any

outdoor location or site temporarily used to provide meals 'Nwithout
cost or at a very 1ow cost'' as an Outdoor Food Distribution Center

(abbreviated ''OFDC''), which it classified as a social service
facility . DE 38-1, p .

operated
permission

Under the Ordinance, OFDCS could not be

some areas, such

C ity

officials

as Stranahan Park, without the

and

without

satisfying

certain

requirem ents established by the Ordinance, such as sanitation
standards .

In other areas, including other public parks, OFDCS

were barred entirely .
The Ordinance at issue became effective on November 1, 2014;
however, pursuant to an order staying enforcement in the state
court case, Abbott v . Citv of Fort Lauderdale , Case No . CACE-99-

03583 (05), the Ordinance was stayed from December 3, 2014 until
January

2015 .

Defendant voluntarily agreed to an additional

stay, and until the Ordinance was repealed,
4

was not enforced .
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On November

2017, the City adopted Ordinance No . C-17-44, which

amended the ULDR so as to elim inate the provisions relating to
OFDCS

and

thereby

repealed

the

Ordinance

at

issue .

While

Plaintiffs agree that Defendant has not technically enforced the
Ordinance, in that no arrests were made after the stay was imposed ,
Plaintiffs add that Defendant continued to prosecute violations
that took place prior to the stay .
Also at issue is the Park Rule, contained in Parks and
Rules and Regulations.

Recreation

Rule

appears in Section

2 .0 Park Property and reads :

Social Services . Parks shall be used for recreation and
relaxation , ornam ent, light and air for the general
public . Parks shall not be used for business or social
service purposes unless authorized pursuant to a written
agreement with City .

As used herein, social services shall include, but not be
lim ited to, the provision of food, clothing, shelter or
medical care to persons in order to meet their physical
needs .
DE 38-35, p .

Unlike the Ordinance, the Park Rule remains in

place .

II. Standard of Review

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(a), summary judgment
is appropriate

the movant shows that there is no genuine

dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to

judgment as a matter of law .''

The party seeking summary judgment

always bears the initial responsib ility of
informing the district court of the basis for
its motion, and identifying those portions of
the
pleadings,
depositions,
answers
to
interrogatories, and admissions on file,
5
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together with the affidavits, if any, which it
believes demonstrate the absence of a genuine
issue of material fact .

Celotex Coro. v. Catrett, 477 U .S. 317, 323

(1986) (quotation

omittedl. 'NAn issue of fact is 'material' if, under the applicable
substantive law, it might affect the outcome of the case . An issue
of fact is 'genuine'

the record taken as a whole could lead a

rational trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party .'' Hickson

Corp . v. N . Crossarm Co ., Inc., 357 F .3d 1256, 1259-60 (11th Cir.

2004)(citinc Allen v . Tvson Foods,
1997)) (further citations omitted)

F.3d 642, 646 (11th Cir.
''Only when that burden has been

met does the burden shift to the non-moving party to demonstrate
that there is indeed a material issue of fact that precludes

summary judgment.'' Clark v . Coats & Clark, Inc ., 929 F .2d 604, 608
(11th Cir. 1991); Avircan v . Hull, 932 F .2d 1572,

(11th Cir.

1991). MIf the movant succeeds in demonstrating the absence of a
material fact, the burden shifts to the non-movant to show the
existence of a genuine issue of fact .'' Burqer Kinq Corp . v . E-Z

Eatinc, 41 Corp .,

F .3d 1306, 1313 (11th Cir. 20O9)(citinq

Fitzpatrick v . Citv of Atlanta,

F .3d 1112, 1116 (11th Cir.

1993)).

The moving party is entitled to ''judgment as a matter of law''
when the non-moving party fails to make a sufficient showing of an
essential element of the case to which the non-moving party has the
burden of proof .

Napper,

Celotex Corp .,

U .S . at 3227 Everett v .

F .2d 1507, 1510 (11th Cir. 1987).

A11 justifiable

inferences are to be drawn in the light most favorable to the non6
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moving party . Anderson v . Libertv Lobbv . Incw

242,

(1986).
111 . Analvsis
The Eleventh

Circuit

reversed

this Court's holding that

Plaintiff's food sharing is not expressive conduct protected by the
First Amendment and charged this Court with determining ''whether
Ordinance C-14-42 and Park Rule 2 .2 violate the First Amendment and
whether they are unconstitutionally vague .''

DE 95, p . 22, Fort

Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v . Citv of Fort Lauderdale,

F .3d

The Court now considers these

1235, 1245

(11th Cir. 2018).

questions .

First, the Court will address Plaintiffs' standing .

Then the Court will determine

the core restrictions imposed by

the Ordinance and the Park Rule v iolate Plaintiffs' free expression
rights and will subsequently consider their associated permitting

schemes . Next, the Court will consider Plaintiffs' claim that the
Ordinance and the Park Rule violate their rights to expressive

association .
Vagueness .

Finally, the
Although

the

Court

will

Ordinance

address the

has

been

issue

repealed

and

Plaintiffs' demand for injunctive relief is therefore moot as to
the Ordinance , the Court will determine
Plaintiffs' rights at the time

the Ordinance violated

was in force .

Standinc

Standing is jurisdictional and ''every court has an independent

duty to review standing as a basis for jurisdiction at any time,
for every case

adjudicates.'' Florida Ass'n of Medical Equio.

Dealers, Med-Hea1th Care v. Apfel, 194 F.3d 1227, 1230 (11th Cir.
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1999) (citinc FW/PBS, Inc. v . Dallas, 493 U .S. 215, 230-31 (1999)).
Although standing was not addressed on appeal, the Court has a duty
to

reexamine

standing

at

this

time .

Defendant

argues that

Plaintiff FFNB does not have organizational standing to pursue its
claims and also that, even if Plaintiff FFNB would otherwise have

standing ,

cannot bring suit under 5 1983 because

A'person'' for purposes of the statute .

As

the

is not a
individual

Plaintiffs, Defendant argues that they do not have standing to
challenge the Ordinance because it was never applied to them .
The repeal of the Ordinance affects the Court's analysis of
Plaintiffs' standing . Previously, the Court stated that Defendant
FFNB likely had organizational standing to challenge the Ordinance

and the Park Rule and that even

did not, the individual

Plaintiffs certainly had standing to challenge 50th . DE 78, p . 11remains clear that the individual Plaintiffs have standing

to pursue declaratory and injunctive relief as to the Park Rule.
However, Plaintiffs' standing to challenge the Ordinance requires

further analysis, because the claim for injunctive relief as to the
repealed Ordinance is now moot .
is settled 1aw that an unincorporated association may bring

suit for its own injuries or on behalf of its members. Thompson v.
Metrooolitan Multi-List, Inc-, 934 F .2d 1566, 1571
1991)(citinq Warth v. Seldin, 422 U .S. 490,
association

(11th Cir.

(1975)). Where an

sues on its own behalf it asserts organizational

standing, and where

brings suit on behalf

asserts

standing .

associational

8

Plaintiff

its members, it
FFNB

only

claim s
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organizational standing .
distinct

arguments

standing .

Defendant advances two overlapping but

against

Plaintiff

FFNB'S

organizational

First , Defendant argues that Plaintiff FFNB has not

demonstrated that

is an organization

in the

first place .

Second , Defendant argues that Plaintiff FFNB is so informal that it
is not

equivalent

to

a

traditional

member

organization

and

therefore, lacks organizational standing .
Plaintiff FFNB is not an organization at all, as Defendant
claim s, then

certainly cannot have organizational standing .

Defendant states:

(FFNBJ has no formal membership or hierarchal structure,
no formative documents, has no elected leaders, its

members hold not Esic) formal offices, positions, or
titles, it has no written bylaws, collects no dues, is
independent and autonomous, and it provides no written
proof of membership to its members .

DE 42, p . 18 . Plaintiff FFNB is certainly informal, but that does
not mean that it is not an organization for the purposes of
organizational standing . The group claim s to have members, even if
informally, and the

individual Plaintiffs and

other affiants

identify

implicitly

as

Plaintiff

themselves
FFNB .

See

DE

or

explicitly

Nos . 40-23

through

members

40-27 .

These

organization members regularly conduct activities under the banner

of Food Not Bombs (literally and figuratively) to advance the
particular ends of the organization .

This is sufficient to show

that Plaintiff FFNB is a reale if informal, organization .
In addition, Defendant argues that Plaintiff FFNB cannot claim
organizational standing because it is not functionally equivalent

9
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to a traditional membership organization with formal membership and

officer positions. As the Court noted in its prior Order (DE 78),
while this may be a problem for associational standing under the
non-controlling cases cited by Defendant, it does not preclude
organizational standing . Plaintiff has cited no controlling 1aw to
the contrary .

In order to bring suit on its own behalf under the

Mdiversion-of-resources theory'' an organization need only show that
''defendant 's illegal acts impair the organization 's ability to

engage in its own projects by forcing the organization to divert
resources in response .''

Arcia v . Fla . Sec'v of State, 772 F .3d

1335, 1341 (11th Cir. 2014)(citinJ Havens Realtv Corp . v. Coleman,
455 U .S. 363,

(1982)). The disruption of Plaintiff FFNB'S food

sharing and the arrest of its members when the Ordinance was in
force caused such a diversion of resources . A s for the Park Rule,

Plaintiff FFNB would ceriainly have to divert its resources if it
were to comply with the Park Rule and cease its food sharing
demonstrations

in

Stranahan

Park .

Plaintiff

FFNB

has

organizational standing .
Beyond its general standing arguments, Defendant also claims

that Plaintiff FFNB lacks standing to bring claims under
becau se it is not a 'Aperson'' under the statute .

5 1983

The relevant

portion of the statute reads :
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance ,
regulation, custom , or usage, of any State or Territory

or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be
subjected, any citizen of the United States or other
Derson within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation
of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the
Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party
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injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other
proper proceeding for redress

42 U.S.C. 5 1983 (emphasis added)

Defendant directs the Court's

attention to Lipooldt v. Cole, 468 F.3d 1204 (10th Cir. 2006), in
which the Tenth Circuit held that an unincorporated association is

not a person for the purposes of 5 1983.

The Lioooldt opinion

offers an interesting argument for this conclusion, drawing on the

historical context of 5 1983 .

Defendant counters that the Court

should instead adopt the reasoning in Gav-straiaht Alliance of
Okeechobee Hiah School v . School Brd . of Okeechobee Ctv., 477

Supp . 2d 1246 (S.D. Fla. 2007), in which a court in our District

explicitly rejected the holding in Lippoldt .
The

Tenth

Circuit

stands

alone

with

its

position

unincorporated associations are not persons under 5 1983 .
Circuit besides the
contrary,

the

Tenth

Second

has adopted

Circuit

has

holding .
exp licitly

that

No

To the

held

that

unincorporated associations are persons for the purposes of being

sued under 5 1983 .

See Jund v . Town of Hempsteadp 941 F .2d 1271,

1281 (2d Cir. 1991). The holding in Jund is reasonably applied to
persons bringing suit under 5 1983 as well .

See Gav-straiqht
l

Alliance, 477 F . Supp . 2d at 1251, 1251 n.4

(explaining the

''mirroring'' of persons suing and subject to suit under 5 1983).
The court in Gav-straicht Alliance points out the significant fact
that the NAACP, an unincorporated association, has been recognized

as having the ability to sue and be sued pursuant to 5 1983 .

Supp . 2d at 1251 (citin? NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Cow

458
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U.S. 886 (1982), NAACP v. 'Brackett,
20O5)(per

curiamllnot

selected

for

Fed. Appx. 648 (4th Cir.
publicationl).

Indeed,

unincorporated associations routinely bring 5 1983 claims, and the
courts do not note that the associations are not persons for the
purposes of the statute .

See ec . Rounds v . Ore . State Brd . of

Hicher Educ.p 166 F.3d 1032 (9th Cir. 1999); Citizens Aqainst Tax
Waste v. Westerville Citv School, 985 F .2d 255 (6th Cir. 1993);
Marcavaqe v . Citv of New York, 918 F. Supp. 2d 266 (S.D .N.Y .Q OI3);
Occupv Fresno v . Ctv . of Fresno,
-

F. Supp . 2d 849 (E.D. Cal.

2011); Good News Emplovee Ass'n v . Hicks, No . C-03-3542 VRW, 2005

WL 351743 (N .D. Cal. Feb . 14, 2005); Cabrini-Green Local Advisorv
Council v . Chicaqo Housinc Auth w
-

No . 04 C 3792, 2005 WL 61467

(N .D. 111. Jan. 10, 2005); Plavbov Enterprises, Inc. v. Public
Service Comm'n of Puerto Rico, 698 F . Supp . 401 (D . P .R . 1988)7
Nat'l A ss'n of Alzheimer Victims & Friends v . Com . of Pa . Dept . of

Public Welfare,

No. 88-2426, 1988 WL 29338 (E .D . Pa. Mar.

23, 1988): Republican Colleqe Council of Pennsvlvania v. Winner,
357 F . Supp . 739 (E.D . Pa. 1973). The only case that the Court can
find from outside of the Tenth Circuit that supports Defendant's
position is a single district court opinion from the District of
Nevada that declared that an unincorporated association was not a

person subject to suit under 5 1983. Tate v . Univ . Med. Ctr. of
So. Nevw No. 2:09-CV-01748-LDG (NJK), 2013 WL 1249590, at *11 (D.
Nev. Mar. 26, 2013), rev'd on other Jrounds, 617 Fed . Appx. 724
(9th Cir. 2015)(not selected for publication).

On appeal, the

Ninth Circuit did not address the 5 1983 ''person'' question because
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plaintiff had waived the issue .

Tate, 617 Fed . Appx . at 725-726 .

Though often only implicitly, the great weight of authority is
opposed to the holdings of Lippoldt and Tate .

The Court agrees with the holding in Gav-straicht Alliance and

rejects the Tenth Circuit's holding in Lippoldt . An unincorporated
association, such as Plaintiff FFNB, is a person for the purposes

of 5 1983 .

Plaintiff FFNB therefore 'Ahas the standing to assert

its own free speech Eand due process) rights in federal court.''
Haitian Refuqee Center v. Civiletti, 503

Supp . 442,

(S.D .

Fla . 1980).
Plaintiff FFNB has standing to challenge the Ordinance and the
Park Rule, and the individual Plaintiffs have standing to challenge
the Park Rule . In addition, the individual Plaintiffs likely have
standing to challenge the Ordinance even though it was not directly

applied to them, on the theory that they were injured by the threat
of arrest .

See Bischoff v . Osceola Ctv ., F1a ., 222 F .3d 874, 885

(11th Cir. 2000) (holding that plaintiffs who claimed to have been
A'specifically threatened with arrest'' presented a legal interest on

which to base their suitl.3 Having established that a11 Plaintiffs
have

standing

challenge

the

Park Rule and that at

least

Plaintiff FFNB has standing to challenge the Ordinance: the Court
proceeds to address the merits of a11 claims with respect to 50th
the Ordinance and the Park Rule .
3 The Court notes that Bischoff is not entirely on point because there is
no evidence in the record that the individual Plaintiffs in the above-styled
cause were specifically threatened with arrest . However, there is evidence that
the individual Plaintiffs engaged in demonstrations under the general threat of
arrest .
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B . Time. Place , or Manner Restrictions
In Clark v . Communitv for Creative Non-violence, the Supreme

Court states, MExpression, whether oral or written or symbolized by

conduct, is

subject to reasonable time, place, or manner

restrictions .''

468 U .S . 288, 293. The Supreme Court outlined the

standard by which such restrictions are to be judged . Id. The

restrictions must (1) be 'Ajustified without reference to the
content of the regulated speech,'' and (2) be Mnarrowly tailored to
serve a significant governmental intereste'' and must (3) 'AEleave)
open ample alternative channels for communication of information .''

Id. (citations omitted).
determ ine if the Ordinance and the Park Rule satisfy the
criteria enumerated in Clark, the Court must first determ ine if the
restrictions imposed on Plaintiffs' expressive conduct are content
neutral . Writing for the Supreme Court in Reed v . Town of Gilbert,
Arizona, Justice Thomas states, h'Government regulation of speech is

content based if a 1aw applies to particular speech because of the
topic discussed or the idea or message expressed .''

S.

2218, 2227 (2015). In addition, a 1aw restricting speech that is

content neutral on its face ''but cannot be 'justified without
reference to the content of the regulated speech ''' or was enacted

''because of disagreement with the message Ethe speech) conveys'' is
content based. Id. (alteration in original) (cuotinq Ward v. Rock
Aaainst Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 791 (1989).
In Reed , the Supreme Court heard a challenge to the Sign Code
enacted by the town of Gilbert s Arizona .
14

Id . at 2224.

The Sign
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Code banned the display of al1 outdoor signs without a permit , but
exempted 23 categories of signs from the restriction .

Id .

The

exempted categories included 'Aldeological Sign lsl'' and ''Political

Sign Esl'' as well as 'ATemporary Directional Signs Relating to a
Qualifying Event.''

Id . (alterations in original).

Each sign

category was identified by the sort of message it communicated, and

each category was subject to its own particular restrictions. Id.
at 2227 .

Members of a local church placed temporary signs in

public areas to advertise its weekly services.
Gilbert's

Sign

Code

compliance

manager

Id .

cited the

2225.

church

for

exceeding the time lim its for temporary signs and for failing to
include the date of the event on the signs in accordance with the
Sign Code .

Id .

Had the sign communicated a different kind of

message, it would have been treated differently . Id . at 2227 . The

Supreme Court held that the Sign Code was facially content based
and failed strict scrutiny .

Id . at 2231-32 .

Heree Plaintiffs argue that the Ordinance and the Park Rule

make an unlawful content based distinction by restricting food

sharing as a social service .

In the instant Motion (DE 41),

Plaintiffs contend that 'AEflood sharing is inherently expressive
activityz''

DE 41, p . 8, and in their Supplemental Briefing (DE

98), point to language from the Court's prior Order (DE 78):
Defendant's Ordinance and Park Rule do not regulate a11
food sharing in the same fashion, but instead:
specifically target only the type of food sharing that is
provided as a social serv ice .
Thus, these Fort
Lauderdale regulations . . . make at least some reference
to the content of the alleged regulated speech, or in
this case, expressive conduct .
If food sharing is
15
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protected as expressive conduct under the First
Amendment, then these regulations at least arguably
differentiate between types of food sharing based on
their aims, or content .
DE 78, p . 16-17 .

If food sharing generally is expressive conduct

protected by the First Amendment, then restrictions specifically
targeting food sharing as a social service might lack content

neutrality because they target the Mtopic'' or function of social
services . However, this line of reasoning is contingent upon food
sharing being inherently expressive .

The signs in Reed were

certainly expressive : 'Nsigns are a form of expression protected by
the Free Speech Clause .'' Citv of Ladue v . Gilleo, 512 U .S . 43, 48

(1994).

food sharing generally is also expressive, then a

restriction on a certain kind of food sharing based on its purpose
m ight be content based .

However, although the Eleventh Circuit

held that Plaintiffs' food sharing was expressive conduct protected
by the First Amendment, it did not hold that food sharing generally
is expressive conduct .
The Eleventh Circuit emphasized that food sharing has long
standing social significance . Se e Food Not Bombs, 901 F .3d at 1243
-

C'ET)he significance of sharing meals with others dates back
millennia''). However, the opinion noted that sex is also socially
significant : ''Like sex, the taking of food has a social component,

as well as a biological one -'' Id. at 1242 (cuotinc Mary Douglas,
Decipherinq a Meal, in

Implicit Meaninqs: Selected Essavs in

Anthropoloqv 231, 231 (1975)). The Eleventh Circuit presumably did
not mean to suggest that sex is inherently expressive conduct

16
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protected by the First Amendment .

The social significance of an

action alone does not make it expressive conduct .

Something more

is needed .

Thus, the Eleventh Circuit emphasized that the context of an
activity

can

distinguish

as

expressive

conduct

where

it

otherwise would not be expressive, stating, Mthe circumstances

surrounding an event often help set the dividing line between
activity that is sufficiently expressive and similar activity that
is

not -''

Id . at

circumstances

of

1241 .

Plaintiffs'

the
food

above-styled

sharing,

'hthe

cause,
presence

the
of

banners, a table, and a gathering of people sharing food with a11

those

present

in

a

public

park,'' make

Plaintiffs'

actions

Msufficiently expressive .'' Id . at 1244 .
Food sharing is not necessarily expressive in every instance;
context is necessary to make the action of food sharing expressive
conduct protected by the First Amendment .

''Context separates the

physical activity of walking from the expressive conduct associated

with a picket line or a parade.'' Id. at 1241 (citation omitted).
By itself, food sharing is comparable to the act of walking, in the
sense that it is not an inherently expressive act , and it is the

full context of Plaintiffs' demonstrations that makes the food
sharing component expressive conduct .

The Ordinance and the Park

Rule are not directed at the contextual factors that make food

sharing expressive conduct and merely restrict a general type of
conduct that is not inherently expressive .

The restrictions at

issue are therefore facially content neutral and are justified
17
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without reference to expressive content . In addition, there is no
evidence that Defendant enacted the Ordinance and the Park Rule
because

disagrees with Plaintiffs' message .

The Ordinance and

the Park Rule are content neutral .

Next, the Court must determine if the Ordinance and the Park
Rule are narrowly tailored to serve a significant government
interest . A 1aw or ordinance in this context need not be the least
restrictive means of serving a significant government interest .
Ward v . Rock Alainst Racism , 491

(1989).

But, the

restriction must be proportionate relative to the degree to which
the restricted expression implicates the government 's interest .

See Schneider v . State of New Jersev, Town of Irvinqton , 308 U .S .

147,

151-52

(1939)(ho1ding

that

a

ban

on

the

unlicensed

distribution of literature in city streets did not proportionately

serve the government's interest

preventing littering).

In

addition, the government interest served by the restriction must be
unrelated to the suppression of speech . Ward, 491

at

Defendant must demonstrate that its interest is significant
and served by the challenged restrictions, but it A'is not required
to present detailed evidence'' and is Mentitled to advance its
interests by arguments based on appeals to common sense and logic -''
Coalition for the Abolition of Marin'u a na Prohibition v . Citv of
-

-

Atlanta, 219 F.3d 1301, 1318 (11th Cir. 2000) (quotinq Int. Caucus
of Labor Comms.' v . Citv of Montqomerv, 111 F .3d 1548, 1551 (11th
Cir . 1997)).

In the Coalition case, plaintiffs challenged a

festival ordinance imposed by the City of Atlanta that would
18
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require plaintiffs to acquire a permit for a large demonstration
that was to include speeches: concerts, and vendors . Id . at 1305 .
The Eleventh Circuit held that the festival ordinance was narrowly

tailored to serve a significant government interest . Id . at 1319.
MTaking a common sensical approach , we find it obvious that the
City has a significant interest in regulating the use of its parks
and streets by large groups .'' Id . at 1318. A similar common sense
determ ination

was

made

by

the

Supreme

Court

Clark

when

addressing the Park Service's prohibition on overnight camping in
Lafayette Park and on the National Mall :

It is also apparent to us that the regulation narrowly
focuses on the Government ls substantial interest in
maintaining the parks in the heart of our Capital in an
attractive and intact condition, readily available to the

millions of people who wish to see and enjoy them by
their presence . To permit camp ing - using these areas as
living accommodations
would be totally inim ical to
these purposes .
468 U .S . at 296. Common sense is sufficient, and detailed evidence
is not necessary to demonstrate Defendant 's significant interest .

Here, Defendant argues that its restrictions on food sharing
as a social service serve several significant government interests.
Defendant asserts that the Ordinance and the Park Rule are aimed at
preventing

loitering,

unsafe

food

service ,

unsanitary conditions, and property damage .

litter,

crime,

In addition, the

Ordinance has a separation of uses function; it prohib its social

service food sharing near other food sharing sites, preventing a
concentration in one area .

Plaintiffs claim

that Defendant presents an
19
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evidentiary basis
disagrees .

for

its

significant

interests.

The

Court

Drawing on the evidence presented, and most of all,

common sense, the Court holds that Defendant has demonstrated a

significant interest in regulating the use of City Parks via the
Ordinance and the Park Ru1e .4 Common sense dictates that Defendant
has an interest in regulating the use of City Parks and other
public spaces in such a way as to keep them safe, clean, and

enjoyable by the public, and that food sharing as a social service
attracts peop le who act

ways inimical to those ends .

In

addition, Defendant has an obvious interest in protecting those who
would participate in food sharing from pathogens that might be
present in food that has not been prepared according to sanitation
guidelines . It is also clear that the Ordinance and the Park Rule
serve

these

interests

restricting

that

the

only

minimally

Defendant

expression .

demonstrating

significant

while

Ordinance

interests, and

has
and

and

met

the

Plaintiffs have

its
Park

incidentally
burden
Rule

of

serve

failed to present

evidence to the contrary .

In their Supplemental Briefing (DE 98), Plaintiffs argue that
an interest in combating the negative behaviors that Defendant
mentions cannot be a lawful reason to restrict expressive conduct .

Plaintiffs cite Bourceois v . Peters, 387 F.3d 1303 (11th Cir. 2004)
and Forsvth Ctv. Ga. v. Nationalist Movement, 505 U.S. 123 (1992)
for the proposition that the government may not impose restrictions

4 The evidence presented by Defendant can be found in the exhibits attached

to its statement of Undisputed Material Facts (DE 38).

20
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on speech because of the way that some might react to that speech .
However, Defendant has not done this . Defendant is not concerned
that anyone will comm it crimes or otherwise misbehave in direct
response to the expressive aspect of Plaintiffs' conduct , but is
instead concerned with indirect secondary effects .

The secondary

effects targeted by the Ordinance and the Park Rule are comparable
to those identified in Renton v . Plavtime Theatres, Inc ., 475 U .S .

41 (1986).

In that case, the Supreme Court upheld a zoning

ordinance that restricted adult theaters not because of the content

of their films but in order to Mprevent crime, protect the city 's
retail trade: maintain property values'' and generally maintain ''the
quality of urban life .'' Id . at

It is possible that the Ordinance and the Park Rule m ight be
more precisely tailored, but the Court is satisfied that they are

sufficiently narrowly tailored to achieve the ends set out by
Defendant and that they serve significant government interests in
a proportional manner .

In addition, the Court notes that the

interests to which Defendant refers are entirely incidental to the
expressive aspect of Plaintiffs' conduct

Defendant 's interests

are not related to the suppression of speech .

The Ordinance and

the Park Rule satisfy the narrow tailoring prong of the test .
Finally, the Court will determine if the Ordinance and the
Park Rule allow for amp le alternative channels of communication .
Expressive conduct, such as Plaintiffs' food

sharing, may be

treated differently than other form s of expression when considering
the availability of ample alternative channels .
21
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oral or written speech, the medium is coextensive with the message
-

that is, the words themselves are 50th the means of communication

and the information that is communicated, and some alternative
channel for the restricted words must be available .

In contrast ,

the message that is sent by expressive conduct may be easily
communicated by some other means, such as oral or written speech .
One scholar states:

The Mample alternative channels'' prong has never been
officially extended to the test for restrictions on
expressive conduct .
Such a prong, however, may be
implicit but must almost always be met, because there's
almost always a good, if imperfect, alternative to
expressive conduct - speech that communicates pretty much
the same message .

Eugene Volokh, The First Amendment and Related Statutes : Problems,

Cases and Policv Arcuments 340 (6th ed. zol6ltcitations omitted).
In Clark, plaintiffs challenged Park Service regulations that
prohibited overnight camping on the National Mall and Lafayette

Park ,

where

p laintiffs

intended

to

engage

in

a

camping

demonstration ''for the purpose of demonstrating the plight of the
homeless .''

468 U .S . at 291-92 .

The Supreme Court noted the

alternative channels available to the demonstrators ab sent the

ability

camp overnight, stating, 'Athe regulation (was not)

faulted, nor could it be, on the ground that without overnight
sleeping the plight of the homeless could not be communicated in

other ways-'' Clark, 468 U.S. at 295 (emphasis added). The opinion
continued :

The regulation otherwise left the demonstration intact ,
with its symbolic city, signs, and the presence of those
who were willing to take their turns in a day-and-night
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vigil . Respondents do not suggest that there was, or is,
any barrier to delivering to the media, or to the public
by other means, the intended message concerning the
plight of the homeless .
Id .

The fact that one particular method of putatively expressive

conduct, sleeping overnight in tents, was completely disallowed in
public fora at the very center of American political power did not
trouble the Supreme Court .

The Court tolerated this restriction

because the demonstrators' message about homelessness could easily
be communicated in other ways.

Likewise, in the Coalition case,

the Eleventh Circuit held that even though plaintiffs were barred
from using temporary structures, electric power, and other items

and

resources,

thus

lim iting

the

activities

in

plaintiffs'

demonstration , plaintiffs had ample alternative channels with which

to convey their support for marijuana legalization . Coalition, 219
F .3d at 1319-20.
Here, Plaintiffs assert that their activities Mdemonstrate
that

society

can

end hunger and poverty

if we

redirect our

resources towards providing food for a11 instead of on weapons of
wary'' and that their food sharing conveys the message '*that all
persons are equal, regardless of socio-economic status, and that

everyone should have access to food as a human right .'' DE 39, %%
1-2 .

These messages can certainly be communicated orally or in

writing

or

by

some

alternative

form

of

expressive

conduct .

Plaintiffs can spread their messages in Stranahan Park, among other
venues, without food sharing and w ithout violating the Ordinance or
the Park Rule . Ample alternative channels of communication exist,

23
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and the essential restrictions imposed by the Ordinance and the
Park Rule therefore satisfy a11 criteria necessary to make them
lawful timee place, or manner restrictions.
C . Permittinc Schemes
Although the core restrictions established by the Ordinance
and the Park Rule are lawful in themselves, the regulations could
nevertheless be unlawful

if they

include or are paired with

unconstitutional permitting schemes . ''A government regulation that

allows arbitrary application is 'inherently inconsistent with a
valid time, place, and manner regulation because such discretion
has the potential for becoming a means of suppressing a particular
point of view .f'' Forsvth Ctv ., Ga . v . Nationalist Movement, 505

123,

(1992)(cuotinq Hefron v. Int'l Soc'v for Krishna

Consciousness, Inc., 452

640, 649 (1981)). Where permission

to engage in expressive conduct is subject to the unlimited
discretion of a government official, such a permitting scheme acts
as an unlaw ful prior restraint .

Publ'a Cow

486 U .S. 750,

Citv of Lakewood v . Plain Dealer

(1988).

In addition, a permitting

scheme is unlawful where it does not impose clear time limits on
the decision maker responsible for granting a permit . See U .S. v .

Frandsen, 212 F.3d 1231: 1240 (11th Cir. zoooltholding that a
provision requiring that a permit be issued ''without unreasonable
delay'' was insufficient because no guidance was provided as to what

a reasonable

delay

would be) .

In

the

above-styled

cause ,

Plaintiffs argue that the Ordinance and the Park Rule are unlawful
prior restraints on expression because of the excessive fee charged
24
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to permit app licants, the broad discretion granted to decision
makers, and the lack of a clear time limit for the decision to
grant or deny a perm it .
Plaintiffs attempt to bring 50th an as-applied challenge and
a facial challenge to the Ordinance and the Park Rule . Plaintiffs

did not actually apply for permission to engage in their food
sharing

demonstrations,

so

the

permitting

schemes

are

not

susceptible to an as-app lied challenge, but may potentially be

a

subject
expression .

facial challenge

for

their

chilling

effect on

See Lakewood, 486 U.S. at 757-58 (stating that a

facial challenge

the appropriate vehicle for challenging a

licensing scheme for the chilling effect of a licensor's broad

discretion).
The Ordinance's permitting
Defendant, is somewhat suspect .

Level

scheme, even

as

described by

The standard fee for a Site Plan

permit application is $6,000, and Defendant can only

offer the assertion from the Zoning Adm inistrator that this fee is
reduced if City officials 'Afeel'' that such an amount would be 'Aout

of line with the amount of staff time that it takes to review the
application .'' DE 65, p . 6. The actual cost to Plaintiffs may well

have been significantly lower than $6,000 had they applied for a
perm it, but there is no clear indication of what that cost would
be, nor are there clear standards to guide City staff in setting
the fee .

In his deposition, the Zoning Administrator also stated

that

amount

the

variable .

of time that the

See DE 40-3, 39:7-16 .
25
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standards establishing time limits, with the exception of the 30
day lim it for the City Comm ission to review an application after

approval by the Planning and Zoning Board . See id . at 39 :7-40:13 .
Even more problematic is the Park Rule, which provides that social

services may be conducted in City Parks with written permission,
but does not provide any guidelines or time limits for granting
permission . The Park Rule must be read together with the Ordinance

for the Ordinance's perm itting standards to app ly , and following
the repeal of the Ordinance , the Park Rule's provision requiring

written

permission

stands

alone

and

offers

no

guidance

to

applicants or City officials .
Defendants' permitting schemes may be problematic, but even
laws or regulations with bad permitting schemes may survive an
attempted facial challenge

they are laws or regulations of

general application . 'AELlaws of general application that are not
aimed at conduct commonly associated with expression and do not

permit licensing determ inations to be made on the basis of ongoing
expression or the words about to be spoken, carry with them little

danger of censorship .'' Lakewood, 486 U .S . at 760-61 . In Lakewood ,
the Supreme Court used a 1aw requiring building permits as an

example of a 1aw of general application, stating that such a 1aw
'Ais rarely effective as a means of censorship .''

Id . at

opinion continued :

To be sure, on rare occasion an opportunity for
censorship will exist, such as when an unpopular
newspaper seeks to build a new p lant . But such laws
provide too blunt a censorship instrument to warrant

judicial intervention prior to an allegation of actual
26
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m isuse .

Id .

This principle has been applied by lower courts .
In United States v . Masel, a court in the Western District of

Wisconsin addressed a constitutional challenge to a requirement
that a special use perm it be obtained for non-commercial group use

of national forest land. 54 F. Supp . 2d 903 (W .D. Wis. 1999). The
permitting

scheme in that

case applied to a wide variety of

activities subject to 'Aspecial use authorization'' and was not
targeted at expressive activity specifically . Id . at 912-13. The
Forest Service had some discretion to attach term s and conditions
to the permits, but the court held that 'Athe nexus between the

terms and conditions provision and protected expression is simply

too attenuated to justify a facial challenge'' and ùpheld the
perm itting scheme . Id . at 914 . In accord with Lakewood, the court

in Masel held that the Park Service permitting scheme Mprovide ls)

too blunt a censorship instrument to warrant judicial intervention
prior to an allegation of actual misuse.''

Id. (alteration in

originalltquotinc Lakewood 486 U .S. at 761).

In United States v .

Kalb , a case with the same issue, the Third Circuit adopted the
reasoning in Masel and sim ilarly concluded that a facial challenge
to the Forest Service's permitting scheme was unwarranted .

234

F .3d 827, 833-35 (3rd Cir. 2000).
In ATM Express, Inc . v . Montqomerv , A1a ., a district court in

this Circuit addressed a First Amendment challenge to a business

licensing ordinance.

376 F . Supp . 2d 1310 (M .D. Ala. 2005).

In

that case, an adult store applied for a business license but opened
27
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before the license was granted and was cited for operating without
a license . Id . at 1313-14 . The City Council was made aware of the
citation and sub sequently refused to grant the adult store a

business license .

Id . at 1314 .

The adult store sued, claiming

that the licencing ordinance violated the First Amendment on its
face and as-applied . Id . Addressing plaintiff's facial challenge,

the court in ATM held that the licencing ordinance was a 1aw of
truly general application that was not directed at

speech or

associated activity : N'Although it applies to businesses whose
commercial aim is to sell speech , it applies as well to those whose
commercial aim is to sell steel, sand, snake oi1 and soccer balls.''

Id . at 1326. The court continued, 'AEthe ordinancers) application
is patently generalg and there is a strong likelihood that most of
the businesses licensed under its scheme are not identified by
their distribution of spoken or written expression .'' Id . For this

reason, the court held that the ordinance was not subject to a
facial challenge on First Amendment grounds.

Id . at 1327.

The

ordinance was not subject to a facial challenge despite the fact
that the ordinance established no standard governing the discretion

of the licensor and imposed no time limit on the licensor, defects
that 1ed the court to hold that the ordinance was unlawful as

applied .

Id . at 1334-36.

case

before

this

Court,

Set

Enterprises

v.

Citv

Hallandale Beache concerned an issue similar to that in ATM .

of

No .

09-61405-CIV-ZLOCH/ROSENBAUM, 2010 WL 11549687 (S.D . Fla. June 22,
zololtaffirmed adopted and ratified, No. 09-61405-CIV-ZLOCH, 2010
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WL 11549672 (S.D . Fla. Aug. 11, 2010)).
entertainment

business

and

its

In that case, an adult

representative

challenged

the

revocation of its occupational licenses on First Amendment and
other grounds . Id . at *6 . The business' licenses had been revoked
under the City Manager's authority to revoke occupational licenses
for Mthreats to the health , safety, and welfare of the City's

residents .''

Id . at *4 .

The particular threats in that case

consisted of prostitution, drug use, and drug sales taking place at
the business.

Id .

In Set Enterprises, Magistrate Judge Rosenbaum issued a Report

and Recommendation (adopted by this Court) on defendant's motion to
dismiss. In her Report , Magistrate Judge Rosenbaum drew on ATM and
Lakewood

licencing

addressing

plaintiffs'

facial

challenge

scheme and produced an instructive

to

the

analysis of the

relevant legal principles . See id . at *20-23 . The Report outlined
the distinctions between different kinds of laws or regulations of
general app lication, recognizing that some laws 'Nappearing on their
faces

to

constitute

'hdisproportionately

laws

impact

app licable

conduct

to

a11'' may

commonly

in

fact

associated

with

expression and permit licensing determinations to be made on the
basis of communicated content .'' Id . at *20. However, '*a 1aw does

not automatically fall into the

category

of laws of general

application that are susceptible to a facial challenge simply

because it is a licensing scheme, or even just because it is a
licensing

scheme

that

bestow s

discretion

upon

the

licensing

official.'' Id. at *22 (citinc Lakewood, 486 U.S. at 759). The key
29
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consideration is whether or not ''the 1aw involved 'bears a close
enough nexus to expression or to conduct commonly associated with

expression, to pose a real and sub stantial threat of the identified

censorship risks.r'' Id . (Juotinc Lakewood, 486

at 759).

The Magistrate Judge's Report concluded that the challenged

portions of the licensing scheme at issue in Set Enterprises were
materially the same as those in ATM and were likew ise immune to a
facial challenge .

Id . at *23.

The Report emphasized the general

applicability of the challenged ordinance and noted that any
business, regardless of its relation to protected expression, would

be subject to the City Manager's revocation authority, such as a
dry cleaning business that failed to safely dispose of hazardous

material.

Id.

In addition, the ordinance 'Nldid! not expressly

authorize the City Manager to consider the content of a licensee's
speech in determining whether to revoke a license .''
The Report

suggested however, and

this Court

Id . at *26 .

agreed, that a

plausible claim of unlawful prior-restraint could be made as-

applied, and that said claim was not subject to dismissal. Id.
Even where a First Amendment violation may have occurred in the

app lication of a permitting or licensing scheme, such a scheme
might nevertheless be immune to a facial challenge if it is part of
a 1aw or regulation of general app lication .
App lying these principles to the above-styled cause, the Court

holds that Defendant's permitting schemes, under both the now-

repealed Ordinance and the extant Park Rule, are not subject to a
First Amendment facial challenge .
30
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that Plaintiff's conduct , is, in context , an act of protected

expression .
authority

However, neither the Eleventh Circuit nor any other

has

held

that

food

sharing

is

conduct

Mcommonly

associated with expression .'' Food sharing, without context, is not
inherently expressive, nor is it so often an expressive activity

that it is commonly associated with expression . The Ordinance and
the Park Rule, with their perm itting schemes, are regulations of
truly general application . They are not aimed at expression or at
conduct

commonly associated with expression, and they do not

authorize Defendant to discriminate against expression . It is true

that Defendant might potentially discrim inate against Plaintiffs
for their expression
rise to an

they were to apply for a permit, giving

as-applied challenge, but they have not applied .

A lthough Defendant 's perm itting schemes are suspect, the Court
holds that they are not susceptible to an as-app lied challenge or
a facial challenge .s Therefore, the permitting schemes do not make
the Ordinance or the Park Rule unlawful prior

restraints on

expression .

D . Freedom of A ssociation
In addition to their free expression claim , Plaintiffs bring

another First Amendment claim , charging Defendant with infringing
on their rights to engage ineexpressive association . The right to
engage

in

expression

under

the

First

Amendment

implies

Ma

5 The court notes potential problems with Defendant's permittlng schemes
but the Court need not and does not determine if said schemes would be unlawful
if the Ordinance and the Park Rule were not regulations of general application
unrelated to expression.
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corresponding right to associate with others in pursuit of a wide
variety of political, social, economic, educational, religious, and

cultural ends.'' Roberts v . U.S. Javcees, 468 U .S. 609: 622 (1984).
Plaintiffs argue that by restricting their ability to promulgate
their message via food sharing, and by enforcing the Ordinance and
the Park Rule based on ''who is associating with whomy'' Defendant
violates Plaintiffs' expressive association rights. DE 41, p . 19.

Plaintiffs' argument that the restrictions imposed by the
Ordinance and the Park Rule by them selves violate their expressive
association rights is a non-starter . Simply preventing Plaintiffs

from sharing food as a social service in certain venues is not an
attack on their rights of expressive association .

Under the

Ordinance and the Park Rule, the members of Plaintiff FFNB remain

free to associate with each other and with anyone whom they invite
to take part in their demonstrations. The fact that a restriction
is

placed

on

a

particular

method

of

expression

at

said

demonstrations does not impair this freedom of association .
Plaintiffs also claim that Defendants must violate Plaintiffs'
association rights in order to enforce the Ordinance and the Park

Rule . The Ordinance and the Park Rule are directed at food sharing
as a social service , and their enforcement arguably implicates

association to the extent that an act of food sharing might be
allowed or disallowed depending on the kind of people being fed .
Where food is shared with those in particular need of food, the
food sharing may be determined to be a social service on account of
those people partaking of food at the food sharing demonstration .
32
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However, those

in

need

of

food

are

free

to

associate with

Plaintiffs; Plaintiffs are simply forb idden from feeding them as a
social service where doing so would violate the Ordinance or the

Park Rule . The Ordinance and the Park Rule do not prohib it anyone
from associating with Plaintiffs, but instead impose a contentneutral restriction on a kind of expressive conduct that is only

incidentally associative .
failed

to

cite

circumstances .

any

The Court notes that Plaintiffs have

authority

This is not due

that

is

relevant

to

their

any lack of diligence on the

part of P laintiffs' counsel but is explained by the fact that no
authority is to be

found that supports Plaintiffs' position .

Plaintiffs' expressive association claim fails.
V acu ene ss

Lastly , the

Court

addresses

Plaintiffs'

claim

that

the

Ordinance and the Park Rule are void for vagueness in violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause . In its p rior Order

(DE 78), the Court held that the Ordinance and the Park Rule are
not void for vagueness, but the Eleventh Circuit's Mandate (DE 95)
requires the Court to revisit this conclusion in light of its
holding that Plaintiffs' food sharing is expressive conduct .

In

their Complaint (DE 1), Plaintiffs argue that the Ordinance and the
Park Rule are unconstitutionally vague because they Mfail to
provide adequate notice of prohibited conduct and authorize and

encourage arb itrary enforcement .'' DE 1, % 116 .
A 1aw is unconstitutionally vague for one of two reasons :
AAit fails to provide people of ordinary intelligence a reasonab le

33
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opportunity
authorizes

understand what conduct it prohibits'' or (2) AAit
or

even

encourages

arbitrary

and

discriminatory

enforcement .'' Hill v. Colorado, 530 U.S. 703, 732 (2000)(citina
Chicaco v . Moralese 527 U.S.

56-57 (1999)). Either defect is

sufficient by itself to render a law void for vaguenessw and
Plaintiffs contend that the Ordinance and the Park Rule suffer from
b0th .

Following the repeal of the Ordinance, the Court must not

only consider Plaintiffs' vagueness claim as to the Ordinance and
the Park Rule together, but also

relation to the Park Rule

standing alone without the contextual support of the Ordinance .

In the Court's prior Order (DE
Ordinance

the Court held that the

and the Park Rule, when read together, provide an

objective definition of outdoor food sharing as a social service,
do not authorize discriminatory enforcement, and are not vague as
applied to Plaintiffs' conduct . See DE 78, p . 27-28 . Upon review ,
the fact that Plaintiff's conduct is now understood to be protected
expression does not change this analysis, which applies to the
period of time in which the Ordinance and the Park Rule were b0th
in existence . Rather than revisit the reasoning in its prior Order

(DE 78), the Court directs the Parties' attention to said Order and
the analysis below regarding the Park Rule, which substantially

applies to the Ordinance as well . Because it is less detailed, the
Park Rule is more susceptible to a vagueness challenge than the

Ordinance, and if the Park Rule is not void for vagueness then
neither is the Ordinance .

Plaintiffs

bring

a

facial
34

and

an

as-applied

vagueness
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challenge . The law of the Supreme Court on the requirements for a
facial

vagueness challenge

is not

entirely

Enterorises, 2010 WL 11549687, at

clear .

See

Set

(discuasing the competing

theories presented by Justice Stevens and Justice Scalia in Citv of

Chicaqo v . Morales, 527 U .S. 41 (1999)). However, it is clear that
to succeed on a facial vagueness challenge in the Eleventh Circuit,

*'the complainant must demonstrate that the law is impermissibly
vague in a11 of its applications .'' Stardust , 3007 LLC v . Citv of

Brookhaven, 899 F.3d 1164, 1176 (11th Cir. 2018)(Guotinc Vill. of
Hoffman Estates v . Flipside , Hoffman Estates. Inc ., 455 U .S . 489,

497 (1982)).

If the 1aw is not vague as applied to Plaintiffs'

conduct or not vague in any other application, it is not vague on
its face .

This means that if Plaintiffs' as-applied vagueness

challenge fails, their facial challenge must necessarily fail as
well .

In 50th facial and as-applied challenges, *5la! plaintiff who
engages in some conduct that is clearly proscribed cannot complain
of the vagueness of the law as applied to the conduct of others.''

Id. (alteration in original) (quotinc Hof-f
-man Estates
-, 455 U .S. at

495). This principle applies not only to the first prong of the
vagueness analysis, notice, but also, to an extent, to the second

prong regarding enforcement . 'AEElven where (enforcement) standards
may be lacking , a party cannot make a successful case where Athe
conduct

at

issue

falls

within

the

core

of

the

statute's

prohibition .r'' Set Enterprises, 2010 WL 11549687, at *40 (auotinc
Farrell v . Burke, 499 F .3d 470, 493-94 (2d Cir. 2006)). See also
35
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United States v . Coscia, 866 F.3d 782, 794 (7th

2017) (also

applying the rule from Farrell v . Burke). Even if discriminatory
enforcement is possible because of a lack of enforcement guidance,

a plaintiff cannot on that basis raise a successful vagueness
challenge

to

a

1aw

or

ordinance

that

clearly prohibits the

plaintiff's conduct .
The Park Rule forbids the use of City Parks for Msocial

service purposes'' without permission .

DE 38-35, p . 2 .

''Social

service'' is defined by Black's Law Dictionary to mean : MA service
that helps society work better; esp ., organized philanthropic
assistance for those most in need . - Also termed social welfare .''

Social-service, Black's Law Dictionarv (11th ed. 2019). The Park
Rule is consistent with this definition of the term , with an

emphasis on philanthropic assistance to those most in need .

The

Park Rule states : **As used herein , social services shall include,
but not be limited to, the provision of foodp clothing, shelter or
medical care to persons in order to meet their physical needs .''

38-35, p . 2 .

The term 'hsocial service'' as used by the Park Rule

is not as precise as it could be, but A'Etlhe Constitution does not
require

perfect

clarity

in

the

language

of

statutes

and

ordinances.'' Stardust, 899 F .3d at 1176. Statutes and ordinances

(and park rulqs) may lawfully include language of 'Aflexibility and
reasonab le breadth, rather than meticulous specificityp'' provided
that

clear what the

ordinance

Gravned v. Citv of Rockford, 408

as a whole prohibits .''

104,

(1972) (citation

omitted). And even if the Park Rule's prohibitions are not clear
36
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as to some conceivab le conduct, they are clear as to Plaintiffs'
conduct .
The Court holds that as applied to Plaintiffs' conduct , the

Park Rule provides a sufficiently objective standard that gives
notice of what it p rohibits, and that Plaintiffs' food sharing
clearly falls under that prohibition .

As noted in the Court's

prior Order (DE 78), the provision of free food to the homeless is
clearly a social service for the purposes of the Park Rule when the
Park Rule is read together with the repealed Ordinance .

is

nearly as obvious that such food sharing is a banned social service
under the Park Rule alone . The Park Rule explicitly forbids A'the

to persons in order to meet their physical

provision of food
needs .'' DE 38-35, p .

Plaintiffs' food sharing demonstrations

objectively involve the provision of food to meet the physical
needs of the homeless. This is true even if the provision of food

to prevent hunger in the homeless

not the primary purpose of

Plaintiffs' food sharing demonstrations . Whether or not the Park
Rule would give sufficient notice of what conduct it prohibits in

more borderline cases of food sharing, it gives enough notice to
Plaintiffs .

In addition, the Park Rule does not explicitly

authorize selective enforcement, nor does its language necessarily
lead to such .
intent

of

To the contrary, Park Rule 11 .1 states : ''It is the

the

Parks

and

Recreation

Department

that

these

regulations be enforced in a fair and equitable manner .'' DE 38-35,
is true that the Park Rules do not provide strict and
specific enforcement standards to ensure equitable application , but
37
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that cannot make Park Rule 2 .2 susceptible to a vagueness challenge
from Plaintiffs because their conduct clearly falls within the core
prohibitions of the Park Rule .

Plaintiffs' as-applied vagueness

challenge therefore fails, and their facial challenge necessarily

fails as well, because if the Park Rule is not vague as applied to
Plaintiffs it is not vague in all of its applications.
IV . Conclusion
The Eleventh Circuit held that , in context , Plaintiffs' food

sharing is expressive conduct protected by the First Amendment .
However, the Eleventh Circuit did not hold that the Ordinance and
the Park Rule violate the First Amendment, nor did it hold that the

Ordinance and the Park Rule are void for vagueness .

The Eleventh

Circuit's Mandate (DE 95) tasked this Court with considering these
issues.

In doing so, this Court recognizes that Plaintiffs' food

sharing is expressive conduct and that the restrictions imposed on
said

conduct

therefore

implicate

Plaintiffs'

First

Amendment

freedoms . However, after careful review , the Court holds that the
Ordinance and the Park Rule did not and do not violate Plaintiffs'
rights .
The Court holds that the core restrictions imposed by the
Ordinance and the Park Rule are lawful as content neutral time,

place, or m anner restrictions .

In addition, the undisputed facts

do not allow for an as-applied challenge to the permitting schemes
included in the Ordinance and the Park Rule, and because the
Ordinance and the Park Rule are regulations of truly general
application, their perm itting schemes are not susceptib le to a
38
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facial challenge . The Court also holds that the Ordinance and the
Park Rule do not infringe on Plaintiffs' rights to engage in
expressive

association .

Finally , the

Court

holds. that

the

Ordinance and the Park Rule clearly apply to Plaintiffs' conduct
and that they are not void for vagueness, whether considered
together or separately .

There are no material facts in dispute,

and summary judgment for Defendant will be entered on a11 Counts.
A ccordingly, after due consideration, it is
ORDERED AHn ADJUDGED as follows :

1. Plaintiffs' Motion For Summary Judgment (DE 41) be and the
same is hereby DEN IED ;

Defendant City Of Fort Lauderdale's Motion For Final

Summary Judgement (DE 42) be and the same is hereby GAAHTED; and
Pursuant to Rules 56 and 58, Final Judgment shall be
entered by separate Order .
DoxE *wn oRD=p=D in chambers at Fort Lauderdale, Broward

county, Florida this

/ .- day of August, 2019.
*

.

W ILLIAM J . ZLOCH

Sr . United States District Judge
Coples furnished :

A1l Counsel of Record
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